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New product overview
Desk mounts Wall mounts

DS70-700BL1 Single monitor, 17-27″ WL30-550BL12 Fixed, 24-55″

DS70-700BL2 Dual monitor, 17-27″ WL30-550BL14 Fixed, 32-65″

DS70-750BL1 Single monitor, 17-27″ WL30-550BL16 Fixed, 40-75″

DS70-750BL2 Dual monitor, 17-27″ WL30-550BL18 Fixed, 43-86″

DS70-810BL1 Single monitor, 17-32″ WL35-550BL12 Tilt, 24-55″

DS70-810BL2 Dual monitor, 17-32″ WL35-550BL14 Tilt, 32-65″

FPMA-D540BLACK Single monitor, 10-32″ WL35-550BL16 Tilt, 40-75″

FPMA-D550SBLACK Single monitor, 10-32″ WL35-550BL18 Tilt, 43-86″

FPMA-D550D4BLACK Multiple monitor, 13-32″ WL40-540BL12 Full motion, 32-55″

FPMA-D550DD3BLACK Multiple monitor, 13-27″ WL40-540BL14 Full motion, 32-55″

WL40-550BL12 Full motion, 32-55″
Tablet stands WL40-550BL14 Full motion, 32-55″

DS15-540BL1 Full motion, 4,7-12,9″ WL40-550BL16 Full motion, 40-65″

DS15-550BL1 Full motion, 4,7-12,9″ WL40-550BL18 Full motion, 43-75″

DS15-540WH1 Full motion, 4,7-12,9″ WL30S-850BL12 Fixed, 24-55″

DS15-550WH1 Full motion, 4,7-12,9″ WL30S-850BL14 Fixed, 32-65″

WL30S-850BL16 Fixed, 40-82″
Tablet mounts WL30S-850BL18 Fixed, 43-98″

DS15-630WH1 Desk/wall, rotate WL35S-850BL12 Tilt, 24-55″

DS15-640WH1 Desk, tilt/rotate WL35S-850BL14 Tilt, 32-65″

DS15-650WH1 Desk, tilt/rotate WL35S-850BL16 Tilt, 40-82″

WL15-650WH1 Wall, fi xed WL35S-850BL18 Tilt, 43-98″

WL15-660WH1 Wall, fi xed WL40S-840BL12 Full motion, 32-55″

FL15-650WH1 Floor, tilt/rotate WL40S-840BL14 Full motion, 32-65″

FL15-750WH1 Floor, fi xed WL40S-850BL12 Full motion, 32-55″

WL40S-850BL14 Full motion, 32-65″
Floor stands WL40S-850BL16 Full motion, 40-70″

FL50-540BL1 Mobile, 37-70″ WL40S-850BL18 Full motion, 43-86″

FL50-550BL1 Mobile, 37-70″ WL70-440BL11 Full motion, 17-32″

WL70-450BL11 Full motion, 17-32″
Projector mounts

CL25-530BL1 Height, 25,5 cm Media player holders

CL25-540BL1 Height, 60,5-90,5 cm AWL-450BL Depth, 3,2-4,6 cm

CL25-550BL1 Height, 74,5-114,5 cm AWL-440BL Depth, 4,7-7,6 cm

Pole mounts Soundbar mounts

FL40-430BL11 Full motion, 17-32″ AWL29-550BL1 Depth, 9-15,4 cm

FL40-430BL12 Full motion, 23-42″ AWL29-650BL1 Depth, 7,7-21,5 cm

FL40-430BL14 Full motion, 32-55″ AWL29-750BL1 Depth, 0-4,2 cm

FL40-450BL11 Full motion, 17-32″

FL40-450BL12 Full motion, 23-42″ Video walls

FL40-450BL14 Full motion, 32-55″ WL95-900BL16 Pop-out, 45-70″

Pillar mounts Accessories

WL30S-910BL16 Fixed, 40-75″ PLASMA-M2500CAMSHLF2 2-6 kg

WL35S-910BL16 Tilt, 40-75″

WL40S-910BL16 Full motion, 40-75″
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Neomounts. It’s all in the name. We continuously strive to evolve in everything we do and the products we offer. Neomounts 
offers a comprehensive, up-to-date assortment of high quality mounting products, following the latest trends in the AV 
and IT market. Our sole mission is that you experience the best viewing position, optimal working position and maximum 
comfort while using your device. 

The continuous search for new trends and the development of new suitable solutions have led to a large amount of new 
products during the fi rst half of this year. In all main product categories, Neomounts introduces new models to complement 
the existing assortment.

More is yet to come
For the second half of this year, there are even more product introductions planned, amongst which various 

new wall mounts, an entirely new range of desk mounts and several mobile fl oor stands.

Wall mounts
The wall mount assortment has been expanded with a record amount of new models; 
a complete new wall mount range with fi xed, tilt and full motion mounts have been 
added to the Neomounts and Neomounts Select product assortment. This new range 
is specifi cally designed for fast and easy installation and includes a magnetic pull & 
release system, spirit level, fi xing template and bolt box. Additionally, four gas spring 
wall mounts, suitable for both monitor and TV, have been added to the wall mount 
assortment. Several models have a larger back plate, for solid installation of screens up 
to 30 kg. In addition, a true full motion model, that can tilt, swivel and rotate is available.

Pole mounts
Six new pole mount models up to 55″ are added to the assortment, suitable for 
both monitors and TV. Besides the obvious application of installation on a pole, 
the mounts can also be used to add an extra screen to an existing desk mount. 
Both fixed and motion models are available. 

Projector mounts
Several new projector mounts have been added to the assortment, which are also 
suitable for sloped ceilings. The mounts have 4 arms instead of 3, which make them 
even more universally applicable. A quick-release system is included for easy one 
person installation, along with a cable management system. The mounts can be 
levelled, to guarantee the best viewing experience. 

Tablet mounts
No less than eleven new mounting solutions for tablets are introduced by Neomounts, 
of which four tablet stands that can be universally applied due to the variable 
clamping possibility. In addition, Neomounts offers seven new tablet mounts for 
countertop, wall and fl oor. These models can be used in both portrait and landscape 
mode and have various inlay panels to suit different size tablets, extra casing space to 
store a charger and cable management. The casings are lockable, and the mount can 
even be locked entirely to prevent theft.

Desk mounts
The desk mount assortment is benefiting from several new additions, to comple-
ment the assortment further. Amongst others, two gas spring desk mounts with 
pole (instead of arm) are introduced, for even more flexible installation and a 
possible cleaner look. Also new to the assortment are the desk mounts with 
short upper arm and lower gas spring arm. This combination makes it possible 
to align two screens perfectly with each other, like with a crossbar mount. For 
projects, another two gas spring models have been added: economical, along with
the perks of a gas spring arm. 

Floor stands
Neomounts introduces to the already wide range of fl oor stands, two new price 
competitive models which are compactly packed, to save space during transport and 
storage. The mobile trolleys are adjustable in height and come with or without cam 
and multimedia shelf. The fl oor stands have a cable management system and are 
suitable for the most common size screens. 

Media player & soundbar mounts
New media player holders for both wall and VESA/TV mounting are introduced. The 
holders are universal and have a variable depth to suit various size media players. On 
top of that, three universal soundbar mounts are added to the Neomounts assortment. 
The mounts are widely applicable and adjustable in depth and/or width. The models 
can be used for installation above and below the TV and suitable for wall or VESA 
mounting.

Other introductions
One of the other new products that will be introduced in the coming months, is a new
top model push-to-pop-out video wall. This product comes pre-assembled in the 
box, for fast and easy installation. The video wall mount has 8 micro-adjustable 
points and a special service position for easy maintenance. Additionally, the spring of 
the mount can be adjusted to the weight of the screen. Moreover, a new innovative 
range of pillar mounts will be introduced to the Neomounts Select assortment. These 
uniquely designed products offer a solution for TV/monitor mounting on large pillars, 
without affecting the construction. 


